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CVP-500 and ProShip® Product Suite to be Featured at IRCE 
Two innovative fulfillment and delivery products will be demonstrated at ProShip Booth #1657 

 
 

Brookfield, Wis., May 31, 2016 – ProShip, Inc., a Neopost company, today announced the CVP-

500 and ProShip® Product Suite will be showcased at the Internet Retailer Conference + Exhibition 

(IRCE) from June 7 – 10, 2016.  

 

The CVP-500 is a unique packing system that builds, fills, folds and labels each parcel in one 

seamless process. It creates a fit-to-size package that uses less corrugated cardboard and 

eliminates void fill. This innovative packing automation does the work of up to 10 packing stations 

and can create a parcel every seven seconds. ProShip experts will highlight the CVP-500 at IRCE in 

ProShip booth #1657 so retailers can see firsthand how this game-changing fulfillment solution can 

boost their business. 

 

The ProShip® Product Suite is an enterprise-wide, multi-channel shipping and manifesting software 

solution that is the fastest and most carrier-compliant in the industry. It integrates seamlessly with 

host systems and features a unified shipping process. This delivery solution is also fully 

customizable to fit every retailer’s needs. ProShip experts will be available at booth #1657 to show 

retailers how the ProShip® Product Suite can turn shipping into a competitive advantage. 

 

“We are excited to feature the CVP-500 and ProShip® Product Suite at IRCE. Both products are 

innovative solutions for fulfillment and delivery and offer competitive advantages for retailers who 

want to increase efficiency and reduce fulfillment and delivery costs,” says Mark Aument, Senior 

Vice President, Sales of ProShip, Inc. “Retailers will be amazed at how these systems can help 

them exceed customer expectations.” 

 

For more information, visit the website for the CVP-500 and the ProShip® Product Suite. 

http://www.proshipinc.com/?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=media&utm_campaign=IRCE_show
http://www.proshipinc.com/cvp500?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=media&utm_campaign=IRCE_show
http://www.proshipsoftware.com/omnichannel?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=media&utm_campaign=IRCE_show


 
 

 

About ProShip, Inc. 

ProShip, Inc., a Neopost company, is a global provider of logistics software and product solutions, 

including enterprise-wide, multi-carrier shipping and manifesting software, automated packing 

solutions and intelligent parcel lockers. ProShip’s reputation for quality is backed by decades of IT 

and supply chain expertise. From packing to shipping to delivery, ProShip’s powerful solutions 

enable goods to be delivered faster, more efficiently and more cost-effectively than ever before. For 

more information, please visit www.proshipinc.com. 
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